
Half Termly Focus Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11
What is RSE? What is RSE? What is RSE? What is RSE? What is RSE?
Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship: What is a 
good friend? 

Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship:
What are the characteristics of positive & healthy friendships? 

Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship: What 
are the characteristics of positive & healthy friendships?  

Characteristics of  positive & healthy 
friendship: What are the characteristics of 
positive & healthy friendships and friendships?  

Characteristics of  positive & healthy 
friendship: What are the characteristics of 
positive & healthy friendships and friendships?  

Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship:
Why do we need good friends?

Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship: 
What are the differences between friendships and 
relationships?

 How can stereotypes based on sex and gender cause 
damage? Men in 2021- link to encouraging prejudice

What behaviours in relationships are criminal? 
(Violent behaiour)  

What behaviours in relationships are criminal? 
(Violent behaiour)  

Characteristics of  positive & healthy friendship: 
What is a respectful friendship?

How can you expect to be treated with respect by others in 
school? 

 How can stereotypes based on sex and gender cause 
damage? Women 2021- link to encouraging prejudice

What behaviours in relationships are criminal? 
(Coercive behaviour)  

What behaviours in relationships are criminal? 
(Coercive behaviour)  

What steps can you take to improve or support respectful 
relationships and ensure everyone is unique and equal? 

How should you show respect to others in school and in 
positions of authority? 

 How can stereotypes based on  race, religion, disability or 
sexual orientation cause damage?link to encouraging 
prejudice

What is sexual harassment? Why is it 
unacceptable? 

What is sexual harassment? Why is it 
unacceptable? 

 How can you reconcile or end a friendship? (reporting) Equality Act 2010: How can we ensure that everyone is unique 
and treated equally?  (reporting) 

Equality Act 2010: How can we ensure that everyone is 
unique and treated equally?  (reporting) 

What is sexual violence? Why is it unacceptable? What is sexual violence? Why is it unacceptable? 

How are you expected to behave online? (rights, privacy 
settings, responsibilities, opportunities) 

How are you expected to behave online? (rights, 
responsibilities, opportunities) 

How can online relationships different from face to face 
relationships?

How can online relationships impact on  face to 
face relationships?

How can online relationships impact on  face to 
face relationships?

What online risks are there? Why is it important not to share material with others? (nudes) How can online relationships impact on  face to face 
relationships?

What online risks are there? Grooming/ county 
lines

What online risks are there? Grooming/ county 
lines

Why is it important not to share material with others? 
(nudes) 

What online risks are there? Grooming/ county lines What online risks are there? Grooming/ county lines What online risks are there? Radicalisation What online risks are there? Radicalisation 

What online risks are there? Grooming What online risks are there? Radicalisation What online risks are there? Radicalisation What online risks are there? Gambling What online risks are there? Gambling
The Law and You What is online harmful content? What online risks are there? Gambling What online risks are there? Catfishing What online risks are there? Catfishing
What is cyperbullying and the impact of this? What is the impact of viewing explicit images? The Law and You What online risks are there? Catfishing Case Study Case Study

How to report cyberbullying and where to get help? Case study: (Nudes - Zara McDermott) The Law and You : Online The Law and You : Online The Law and You : Online

What are the different types of committed, stable 
relationships? 

What are the different types of committed, stable 
relationships? 

What are the different types of committed, stable 
relationships? 

What are the different types of committed, 
stable relationships?

What are the different types of committed, 
stable relationships? 

How do committed stable relationships contribute to 
human happiness? 

How do committed stable relationships contribute to human 
happiness and why are they important when bringing up 
children? 

How do committed stable relationships contribute to 
human happiness and why are they important when 
bringing up children? 

What are the different roles and responsibilities 
when raising a child?

What are the different roles and responsibilities 
when raising a child?

Why is it important to have a committed and stable 
relationship when bringing up children? 

What are the legal pros and cons of marriage? What are the legal pros and cons of marriage? What are the characteristics of successful 
parenting?

What are the characteristics of successful 
parenting?

What is marriage?  (legal status) What are the legal pros and cons of other types of long term 
relationships? 

What are the legal pros and cons of other types of long 
term relationships? 

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
family. (How to report this.)

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
family. (How to report this.)

Why is marriage important today? What different roles are there within families? (Challenging 
stereotypes)

What different roles are there within families? 
(Challenging stereotypes)

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
family. (How to report this.)

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
family. (How to report this.)

Why is it important for marriage to be freely entered into? What are the characteristics of successful parenting? Case 
studies- reporting

What are the characteristics of successful parenting? Case 
studies- reporting

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
friendship. (How to report this.)

Case study: Judging unsafe relationships within a 
friendship. (How to report this.)

What is consent? Age of consent What is consent? What is consent? How can you recognise consent from 
others?

What is consent? How can you recognise 
consent from others?

What is consent? How can you recognise 
consent from others?

How can you recognise consent from others? How can you recognise consent from others? What is sexual consent? How and when can this be 
withdrawn? 

What is sexual consent? How and when can this 
be withdrawn? 

What is sexual consent? How and when can this 
be withdrawn? 

How and when can consent be withdrawn? How and when can consent be withdrawn? What are sexual harassement & sexual abuse? What are sexual harassement & sexual abuse? What are sexual harassement & sexual abuse? 
What is abuse? What is abuse? What is sexual exploitation? What is forced marriage?  How can you 

recognise this?
What is forced marriage?  How can you 
recognise this?

What is grooming? What is grooming? What is rape? What is honour- based violence? What is honour- based violence? 
What is coercian? What is coercian? What is domestic abuse? What is FGM? What is FGM?
What is harrassment? What is harrassment?
Recognising the characteristics& postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: 
What is love? 

Recognising the characteristics& postive aspects of healthy 
one to one intimate relationships: 
What is love? What are the different types of love?

Recognising the characteristics& postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: 
Are gender and sexuality the same thing? (LGBT+)

How can you identify and manage sexual 
pressure? 

What is risky sexual behaviour and how can you 
prevent this? 

Recognising the characteristics& postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: 
 What are the different types of love?

Recognising the characteristics & postive aspects of healthy 
one to one intimate relationships: 
Are gender and sexuality the same thing? (LGBT+)

Recognising the characteristics & postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: What is sexual 
orientation? (LGBT+ language)

How can you resist sexual pressure? What are the consequences of risky sexual 
behaviour (STIs/pregnancy)?

Recognising the characteristics& postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: 
What is the difference between biological sex and gender 
identity? (LGBT+)

Recognising the characteristics & postive aspects of healthy 
one to one intimate relationships: Are gender roles relevant in 
a relationship?

How does the media (pornography)   affect peoples 
expectations of  sex?

How should you act in order to ensure you do 
not pressurise others? 

What are the consequences of risky sexual 
behaviour (Sexual health)?

Recognising the characteristics & postive aspects of 
healthy one to one intimate relationships: What is sexual 
orientation? (LGBT+ language)

How does the media (reality tv)  portray relationships and what 
impact does this have on peoples expectations? 

Is consent just about saying no sex? What is risky sexual behaviour? What is risky sexual behaviour impct on your 
future? 

How does the media (reality tv)  portray relationships and 
what impact does this have on peoples expectations? 

How does the media (pornography)   affect peoples 
expectations of  sex?

When is the right time to have sex? How can you prevent risky sexual behaviour? 

Safeguarding: Acting against violent behaviour Safeguarding: Acting against violent behaviour Safeguarding: Acting against violent behaviour Safeguarding: Acting against violent behaviour
Safeguarding: Sexual harrassment & Abuse Safeguarding: Sexual harrassment & Abuse Safeguarding: Sexual harrassment & Abuse Safeguarding: Sexual harrassment & Abuse
Safeguarding: Prevent radicalisation Safeguarding: Prevent radicalisation Safeguarding: Prevent radicalisation Safeguarding: Prevent radicalisation 
Safeguarding:  Grooming Safeguarding:  Grooming Safeguarding:  Grooming Safeguarding:  Grooming
Safeguarding: Gangs Safeguarding: Gangs Safeguarding: Gangs Safeguarding: Gangs

Re-cap & re-visit key safeguarding issues based on current Co
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